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PMH Atwater presents “The Near
Death Experience”

Click HERE to
Reserve your spot!
FREE
USPA Masterclass # 33
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A Top Level “Free Energy
Sponsor of this
Masterclass!
You are invited to Visit
https://winnpost.org/
What Is Needed Now
is filled with
Wisdom and insightful
observations about
subtle energies, states of
consciousness, and healing.

What really happens when we die? Is there a light at the end of the
tunnel? A surprising number of people have died and lived to tell the
tale -4 to 5 percent of the global population have had a near-death
USPA Thanks: Janet Amare
experience.
Janet Sponsors this Masterclass
PMH will cover the Types, Phases, Traits and Physiological
effects. Also discussing of Colloidal conditions as well as NDE for very at the “Wild Pendulum” level.
Her Webpage
young children. Q/A will follow her presentation.
https://www.janetamare.com/
PMH Atwater has been researching Near Death Experiences for
Offers meditation, online
43 years. Atwater was born in Twin Falls, Idaho, and “died” in Boise,
classes,
Idaho.
energy
healing,
and much more.
PMH, author of The Big Book of Near-Death Experiences has
lived through the trauma three times to be exact.
Please consider being
Since those experiences, she has traveled, studied, spoken and
a USPA Masterclass sponsor.
written about what happened to her and others when they died.
Click
Here for prices and perks.
Considered an authority on death, near death, and the afterlife,
Click
Scott
Beutlich To Sign up!
Atwater’s book gives details and deep insights into what really happens
It is quicker and cheaper than
when you die, and live to tell about it and what it truly means. She also
you think.
explores such mysteries as heaven and hell, the soul’s existence after
...and Thank You
death and the power of prayer. She delves into the truths and myths

about death that may shed new light on the real truth about life and
living.

More about this Masterclass in Section III
Become a USPA member for only $35 JOIN HERE
Special Discounts for Active Military, Full-Time Students, 3-Year and Lifetime Memberships
USPA is a 501(c) (3), non-prof organization, founded in 1975 as US Radionics Congress.
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Section III - USPA Free Masterclass #31
9-17-2022 USPA Masterclass # 33: PMH Atwater “What really happens after we die?”
This Masterclass will focus on the question: What really happens when we die? Is there a light at
the end of the tunnel? A surprising number of people have died and lived to tell the tale—an estimated
15 million Americans and 4 to 5 percent of the global population have had a near-death experience.
The Big Book of Near-Death Experiences is the encyclopedia of this phenomenon, including
crucial research regarding the experience, its aftereffects, and the implications for all of us who
someday will shed this mortal coil. This book explores the possibility of the soul, God, other worlds,
heaven and hell, the afterlife, religion, and the purpose of life.
It investigates and reports on the power of changed lives, the expansion of normal faculties, and
the importance of spirituality. With drawings, cartoons, and sidebars from experts, "The Big Book of
Near-Death Experiences" is also simple and accessible, designed for the busy reader who wants quick
little nuggets of wisdom. If you want to know what lies ahead, this book gives you a road map while
exploring and affirming the presence of a spirit and the ultimate power of love.
P.M.H. Atwater was born in Twin Falls, Idaho, and “died” in Boise, Idaho. Yes, the author of this
book died- three times to be exact. Since those experiences, she has traveled, studied, spoken and
written about what happened to her and others when they died.
Considered an authority on death, near death, and the afterlife, Atwater has written a book that
gives details and deep insights into what really happens when you die and what it truly means. She also
explores such mysteries as heaven and hell, the souls’ existence after death, the power of prayer, and
delves into the truths and myths about death that may shed new light on the real truth about life and
living.
Section IV - In Case You missed it:
Masterclass # 32 with Jerry Gin
Focused on: Science and Subtle Energies – A Path to I AM and Introducing a New Powerful
Subtle Vibrational Energy. Gin said, “Subtle vibrational energies are ubiquitous. As with the
electromagnetic spectrum which can be characterized using wavelengths, there is a subtle vibrational
energy spectrum which can be characterized by wavelength as detected by resonance. The science of
detection and measurement is reproducible. Detection is dependent on the observer
In this presentation, we learned about these subtle vibrational energies, how to detect and measure
them and how our thoughts interact with them.
Jerry Gin spent more than 50 years in the pharmaceutical, diagnostic, laboratory medicine, and
biotechnology industries (founded ChemTrak, Oculex Pharmaceuticals, Livionex, Nuvora, and
Visionex). His passionate interests have been in the areas of mind-being, consciousness, and the nature
of reality. He is Chairman/CEO of the Foundation for Mind-Being Research (https://FMBR.org);
author of The Seeker and The Teacher of Light and Science, Subtle Energies, and Spirituality: A Path
to I AM. His YouTube channel: Click Here
Section V - Great Lectures Scheduled in our Continuing Master class Series:
October 15, 2022 Masterclass #34 David Oates presents “Reverse Speech”
November 12, 2022 Dennis Stilling presents “The Archaeus Project”
December 10th, 2022 Dan Mangum “The Human Aspect of Radionics: Thoughts, Words, And
Actions”
Others in the coming lineup include:John Allocca “Sacred Geometry” and
Glen Rein and Annaliese Reid “DNA Reprogramming” Watch for our Masterclass emails!
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Section VI – Articles of Interest
Al’s Alternative Energy Reading Corner

Al's Alternative Energy
Reading Corner

Hi Readers,
Here is the new website for my team's company. https://energybat.com/
We have several projects that need investors. All designs are complete. All prototypes are tested.
1. Pull-Out Tool Box
Imagine a tool box for your pickup truck bed that simply pulls out and legs and wheels drop
down. You can leave it at the job site and roll it around freeing up the truck for other jobs. When
you are done you roll it back into the truck bed and go home.
2. Magnetic energy battery charger.
After decades of research by many people, this charges any battery type twice as fast and is more
efficient than anything on the market. It also automatically desulfates lead-acid batteries.
3. Plasma Reactor Engine
Imagine a internal combustion engine (gas or diesel) that can run on mostly water and emitts zero
pollution. We have a prototype built ready to show qualified investors. This is the solution to our
environmental issues. Electric vehicles with exploding toxic lithium batteries will never solve
anything. There are not enough coal and nuclear power plants to charge all those vehicles.
Remember a vehicle takes up to 10x more electrical energy than your average home.
And last – for today; here is a link to a science show with various topics including Torsion fields:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/j9IL6s5jwpPm/

Happy Reading/ Viewing,
Al Kacperski .
Beverly Rubik, PhD will be speaking at Several Conferences!
She is speaking at the IAACN (International & American Associations of Clinical Nutritionists)
Symposium held on September 15-17, 2022 at the Renaissance Hotel, 15201 Dallas Parkway,
Addison, TX 75001.
Beverly Rubik, a USPA board member, is listed as the first speaker and her topic is “Adverse
Effects of Novel Viral Gene-Based Vaccines and How Radiation from Wireless Devices May
Exacerbate Them.”
Her lecture is based on the COVID vaccines, their constituents, their toxic effects, and how these
toxic effects are exacerbated by exposure to wireless communication radiation (4G, 5G). For more
information, click on their website, here: https://iaacn.org/2022-scientific-symposium/
She is also speaking at two other conferences this fall.
The first, Trinity Health Freedom Expo is held in Tinley Park, Illinois, from October 15-16th. The
website is https://trinityhealthfreedomexpo.com/ They also host a Virtual Expo next February. Her
topic is “Wireless Communication Radiation: Health Impacts and Practical Solutions.” The Site says
“The Trinity Health Freedom Expo is more than a convention. We are a team that works year-round
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to defend your right to know and freedom to choose what’s best for you and your family’s well-being.
We provide the platform for individuals to come together to learn from natural health experts and
health freedom advocates.”
The second one is the Weston A. Price Foundation's 22nd annual conference, held in Knoxville,
Tennessee, October 21–23, 2022. The website is https://www.wisetraditions.org/. Again, she is
speaking on 5G and wireless health hazards.
This annual conference features holistic health and wellness issues, as well as health freedom.
They offer many reasons to attend:
 You'll learn how to stay healthy in a toxic world
 Get clarity on which foods will truly nourish you and your family
 Explore solutions to your health concerns
 Be inspired by ancestral dietary wisdom
 Be a part of a vibrant, growing community
 Enjoy delicious, traditionally-prepared meals
Dan Taylor offers info on The Inner Evolution Summit from the Tiller Foundation: NOW –
SEPT 15th
“Our Director of Research, Dr. Cindy Reed, is speaking at the FREE internet summit
“Inner Evolution," sponsored by the Germany-based Mathias Berner Academy, ONLINE September
15 - 25, 2022
For the first time in years you can learn about Dr. William Tiller’s Psychoenergetic Science
model and what The Tiller Foundation is doing to fulfill his vision of using his proprietary technology
to benefit humanity and raise consciousness on the planet.

Dr. Reed first met Dr. Tiller when as a graduate PhD student. She became the first to use Dr.
Tiller’s’ Intention Science technology with humans, significantly decreasing depression and anxiety.
That study was the beginning of the many remarkable intention science studies. Find out more.
The invitation to the Inner Evolution Summit and the link to your FREE registration are below.
A new era is dawning! Humanity, self-responsibility and our individual potential development will
become more widespread. Meditation, spirituality and modern science will change humanity like never
before.
5

Mathias Berner has once again put together a very special online congress. The FREE Inner
Evolution Summit takes place from 09/15/2022 to 09/25/2022. Nearly 50 world-renowned specialists
and inspiring people from the fields of science, spirit, consciousness and healing will share their
extensive knowledge with you!
We are looking forward to a congress that will offer solutions in these turbulent times. Solutions
that are due now to make a mark.
The world is at a stage where we can reapply ancient knowledge in the light of science. Healing
that includes the human being and the soul will make a health industry superfluous that puts profit
before the interests of the people. Thinking in the categories of "good and evil" is outdated and just
shows us its helplessness.
After this congress you will know what you can do now for yourself and your fellow humans. You
will get a vision of why we as humanity are standing here right now and what opportunity is being
revealed.
Attending this congress will be of great help and enrichment to you, your colleagues, friends and
patients. There is also exciting and helpful bonus material such as studies, exercises and meditation
instructions, entire interviews are summarized in writing, and much more.
Inner Evolution Summit
The science of mind, consciousness and healing
Online September 15 - 25, 2022 Summit Information
The Tiller Foundation Website
Our Diverse Masterclass Sponsors
Celia Coates edits an online magazine that’s about subtle energies, states of consciousness,
healing, and wisdom about life. WINN is a storehouse (the original meaning of the word magazine) for
easily accessible information presented as stories rather than in research reports or academic papers.
Since the summer of 2016, many contributors have published over 220 short pieces that you can
search through by clicking on “Topics” or “By Author” at the top of the webpage:
https://winnpost.org/. Two older posts are “Wisdom From Fractals” and “Suiseki, or Japanese Viewing
Stones.” Recent posts are farewells to healing researcher Daniel Benor, M.D. and physicist Claude
Swanson, Ph.D.
WINN stands for What Is Needed Now because Celia believes that now more than ever, everyone
needs to know about the full, true nature of reality and how to make the best of our lives and the
communities we live in. You are heartily encouraged to visit her site and submit a post yourself by
contacting her by email: subtle.energies.editor@gmail.com
Janet Amare manages a website for Soul Purpose Inc. at https://www.janetamare.com. With over
32 years of experience, she and her cohorts offer energy medicine diplomas online and specialize in
Past Life Regression Therapy.
They say, “Check out their online energy medicine and channeling programs, start anytime, and
work at your own pace.”
They offer online meditation nights every week. That’s one way to get into a meditation
discipline. An interesting offer is Ekam Circle, an 8-week program where you meet virtually with an
Ekam Mitra (Facilitator) virtually, through online video conferencing to experience Deeksha,
Meditations, Wisdom Teachings, and Healing.
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Daniel Taylor offers an article -What if consciousness is not an emergent property of the brain?
This is from the website: https://www.frontiersin.org/
There are Observational and empirical challenges to materialistic models. The nature of
consciousness is considered one of science’s most perplexing and persistent mysteries. We all know
the subjective experience of consciousness, but where does it arise? What is its purpose? What are its
full capacities?
The assumption within today’s neuroscience is that all aspects of consciousness arise solely from
interactions among neurons in the brain. However, the origin and mechanisms of qualia (i.e.,
subjective or phenomenological experience) are not understood. David Chalmers coined the term “the
hard problem” to describe the difficulties in elucidating the origins of subjectivity from the point of
view of reductive materialism. We propose that the hard problem arises because one or more
assumptions within a materialistic worldview are either wrong or incomplete.
If consciousness entails more than the activity of neurons, then we can contemplate new ways of
thinking about the hard problem. This review examines phenomena that apparently contradict the
notion that consciousness is exclusively dependent on brain activity, including phenomena where
consciousness appears to extend beyond the physical brain and body in both space and time.
The mechanisms underlying these “non-local” properties are vaguely suggestive of quantum
entanglement in physics, but how such effects might manifest remains highly speculative. The
existence of these non-local effects appears to support the proposal that post-materialistic models of
consciousness may be required to break the conceptual impasse presented by the hard problem of
consciousness.
What is consciousness?
The term “consciousness” means different things to different audiences. From a lay perspective,
the fact of consciousness (here meaning awareness) is so self-evident that the only question that may
arise is why anyone would consider consciousness to be mysterious in the first place, akin to asking a
fish, “What is water?”
From a scientific perspective, the unsolved mystery is how consciousness emerges from brain
activity. How does a three-pound lump of tissue inside the skull give rise to a mind that is self-aware
and enjoys subjective experience?
In philosophy, which has debated the “mind-body problem” for millennia, many sets of
assumptions have been proposed, ranging from materialism (i.e., all is dependent on or reducible to the
physical) to idealism (i.e., ideas or thoughts make up fundamental reality). For mystics and others
entranced by the esoteric traditions, the problem is not so much about the mind but how the physical
world emerges from a non-physical “substance.”
Over the past few decades, most scientifically oriented research on consciousness has studied
consciousness as a controlled variable. They have reduced consciousness to simpler constructs, such as
perception, and focused on comparisons in brain processes during conscious and unconscious
conditions, the so-called “contrastive approach.”
In this approach, differences in brain activity are examined when the same stimulus is subjectively
perceived versus when it is not (Baars, 2005).

....
Several scientific theories of consciousness are primed to be tested experimentally instead of
merely identifying correlations between conscious/unconscious events and brain activity. In the
sections below, we briefly summarize the main neuroscience theories, referred to as physicalist or
reductionist theories, most of which assume that consciousness emerges from the brain. While most
physicalist theories aim to explain different aspects of consciousness, they often share similarities and
have been recently grouped into four categories: higher-order theories (HOTs), global work-space
theories (GWTs), integrated information theory (IIT), and re-entry and predictive processing theories
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(Seth and Bayne, 2022). Here, we follow this categorization and present a brief summary. However, a
full review of each theory is beyond this article’s scope (see Seth and Bayne, 2022, for a full review).
For the rest of the article, please click below.”
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2022.955594/full?&utm_source=Email_to_authors_
&utm_medium=Email&utm_content=T1_11.5e1_author&utm_campaign=Email_publication&field=&
journalName=Frontiers_in_Psychology&id=955594&fbclid=IwAR2lQSYx1fitCZrYYgSc5iAfjvw6LJAWNOIq5vBohATJz-2_CT8EaSibak
From Andrew Michrowski: Mark Seifer announces his new book, Tesla, Wizard at War (July
2021)
I'm happy to announce that my new book TESLA: WIZARD AT WAR: The Genius, The Particle
Beam Weapon & The Pursuit of Power is out now as an audio download from Tantor Media (June 29).
The reader is the inimitable Simon Vance. As many of you know, my Tesla biography entitled
WIZARD set a new standard for understanding this rare genius. One key to the success of that book
was to create a comprehensive timeline so that we could find out what Tesla was doing literally every
year of his adult life.
My research, however, continued, and I found to my astonishment that Tesla was not some old
man withering away at the Hotel New Yorker during his final years. No, what he was doing was doing
his level best to protect the Allies from a Nazi invasion by inventing a particle beam weapon that he
claimed would generate a shield that would prevent an invasion by air or sea. After obtaining recently
declassified documents from the Soviet Union, the USA and various Tesla archives I have been able to
establish that Tesla was negotiating with the very height of power at this time in the run up to and
during WWII, including Joseph Stalin himself who ok'd the purchase of Tesla's death ray secrets,
General McNaughton, head of secret weapons development for Canada and thus the British Empire
(third in line to head up Allied command behind Mountbatten and Eisenhower) and Franklin Roosevelt
himself who tried to meet with Tesla shortly before he died.
There is of course a lot more to this book including Tesla's connections to Louis Comfort Tiffany,
William Randolf Hearst, Daisy Maud Gordon, Theodore Dreiser (author of the novel An American
Tragedy which was morphed into the movie A Star is Born) and many others. Suffice it to say that
TESLA: WIZARD AT WAR enlarges greatly our understanding of this rare electrical genius. To
preorder the audio download or purchase the physical audio book which will be out in July: M.S.
From: Toby Grotz – A Review of TESLA Wizard at War, by Marc J. Seifer
In his second book about Tesla, Marc Seifer once again breaks through the legend, the enigma,
and the life and times of a man who brought more technical innovation to humanity than any other in
history. This book is a treasure trove of never before published details about Tesla’s invention and his
personal relationships with the celebrities, scientists and business moguls of the early twentieth
century.
Marc’s detailed search of archived letters, correspondence, documents and new documents
released under Freedom of Information Act requests has resulted in a detailed account of Nikola
Tesla’s involvement with scientists, diplomats and businessmen during the First World War and
leading up to the Second World War. From what Tesla said, quoted in an article published in the New
York Times on December 8 , 1915, it appears that he had invented a particle beam weapon. Tesla
announced his particle beam weapon in 1934, three years after he made the cover of TIME magazine
celebrating his 75th birthday.
The details of the design were sold to the Russians shortly thereafter. How it worked and what
became of the technology is detailed in WIZARD at War. Included for experimenters, engineers and
scientists are details not only of the particle beam weapon but of the design of the Wardenclyffe
th
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wireless power transmission installation. The intended patent application and drawings for the particle
beam weapon were first published in 1984 in the proceedings of the Tesla Centennial Symposium held
in Colorado Springs, CO, an event I co-hosted with the physicist Elizabeth Rauscher. In fact, it was at
that time that I first met Marc who spoke at the conference.
In a major contribution to the study of gravity there is a chapter devoted to Tesla’s Dynamic
Theory of Gravity and the necessity of including the aether in any attempt at understanding gravity and
the origin of matter. Well known scientists such as Sir Oliver Lodge, J.J. Thompson, Lord Kelvin and
Einstein all recognized the need for aether in order to explain the physical phenomenon of inertia and
gravity.
Tesla spoke of his theory in 1937 in a prepared statement to the press prior to interviews on his
81 birthday. The prepared statement from 1937 is presented in Tesla Said, published in 1984 by John
T. Ratzlaff of the Tesla Book Company. On May 12 , 1938 he spoke again about his gravity theory to
The Institute of Immigrant Welfare. In 1951 the US Government Library of Congress acknowledged it
had “research studies by Dr. Nikola Tesla…on gravity…” This theory closely resembles the theory of
gravity and the aether worked out by Paramahamsa Tewari
described here: https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/161261940 and here: https://vimeo.com/manage/vid
eos/161180836. Tewari’s work resulted in a reactionless generator
demonstrated here: https://vimeo/190251670.
TESLA Wizard at War is essential reading for anyone interested in the life and times of Nikola
Tesla and an important follow up to Marc’s 1997 book, Wizard, The Life and Times of Nikola
Tesla, Biography of a Genius.
Swami Vivekananda, from whom Tesla learned the Sanskrit words from the ancient Vedic texts of
India that describe the origins of matter, said “in Tesla’s electrical discharges I even felt the presence
of Brahma himself.”
Samuel Cohen, writing in the Electrical Experimenter in July, 1915, described Tesla as “…one of
the world’s most distinguished scientists of whom it has rightly been said, “He lives a hundred years
ahead of his time.”
Toby Grotz
Co-Chair, Tesla Centennial Symposium, 1984
President of the International Tesla Society, 1986
Chair, 1986 International Tesla Symposium
st
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From Al Kacperski – Toby Grotz Video on the Breakthrough Energy Movement and Bruce
Depalma
Here is a link to a newly released talk on Bruce DePalma by Toby Grotz at the Breakthrough
Energy Movement Conference. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQnLp86E_hE
Great Stuff!
Toby Grotz Shared “Bruce DePalma – Free Energy and the N Machine” (1935-1997)
The full publication is now available in our USPA online Library,
at https://www.psychotronics.org/pub/lib/depalma-free-energy-andthe-n-machine-2003.pdf
Some Background from the website https://brucedepalma.com/:
Bruce DePalma graduated from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in 1954. Over the next 40 years he would conduct
series of experiments which would lead to earthshaking
9

implications regarding principals of rotating masses. This website and media presented herein is
dedicated to his series of experiments and his life’s work.

Earlier observations laid the foundation to rediscover Michael Faraday’s idea of rotating a magnet and
extracting the electricity from the conductor and magnet connected together. A Homopolar design. It
was DePalma’s belief that this configuration would produce efficiencies greater than 100% which
would mean producing more energy out-put than the energy required to rotate the device.
Clearly at odds with established physical laws, his work has been ignored by the traditional
scientific community.

Three Essential DePalma Truths:
In the three-decades following Bruce DePalma's ex-communication from the orthodox priesthood
of science, he demonstrated three essential truths:
1. Gravitation and Inertia are not equivalent. Contrary to Einstein's assumption, rotation alters both
gravitation and inertia, making them both variable under its influence.
2. There exists a generally unrecognized 'mass field' of polarized inertia around a real rotating object.
This field affects the properties of matter, energy and living systems exposed to it.
3. A rotating magnetized gyroscope (homo-polar generator) does not conform to the Law of
Conservation of Energy.
After a lifetime of resistance to these emerging new energy concepts in the United States,
DePalma finally sought a more favorable climate for his experimental and theoretical pursuits. He
found support and acceptance in New Zealand, ultimately becoming a permanent resident.
During the last five-years of his life, DePalma would build three separate prototypes with the
assistance of New Zealand and Australian investors. The second unit was calorimetrically tested by
University of Auckland faculty and shown to produce 1.25 watts for every 1-watt of input power.
The question of where the one-piece Faraday Disc (N-machine/Space Power Generator) derives its
energy remains unanswered by mainstream science. Since there is no relative motion between magnet
and conductor, it is believed that only space itself can be the medium from which its power is
precipitated.
Indeed, the Free Energy paradigm rests on the reality of space as a dynamic medium, wherein all
potentials are isotropically (uniformly) distributed. When rotation is coupled (superposed) with a
magnetic field, the combined effect is a potent distortion of space sufficient to cause electrons to 'pop'
into existence within an N-machine's conductors. Quantum Theory now admits that particles are being
created and destroyed all the time, moving in and out of existence at random. This is referred to as
Zero Point Energy fluctuations, and is now accepted to be a viable explanation for what we observe in
several Free Energy technologies. More videos and info at the site: https://brucedepalma.com/.
10

A Special Report by Toby Grotz How we published highly classified, never before seen,
information in the 1984 proceedings.
The Tesla ‘Death Ray” papers were handed to me by Andrija Puharich in August of 1984 when he
arrived for the 1984 Tesla Centennial Symposium in Colorado springs, Colorado. He immediately told
me that these papers had been copied from microfiche. The Symposium was described in the New
York Times on August 28, 1984, pg. C1, in an article titled Tesla, a Bizarre Genius, Retains Aura of
Greatness.
Anrija Puharich was an MD, researcher and inventor whose conference paper was Method and
Means for Shielding a Person from the Polluting Effects of Extremely Low Frequency (ELF) Magnetic
Waves and all other Environmental Electromagnetic Emissions.

https://universe-inside-you.com/nikola-teslas-death-ray/
For many years, since the first mention of the Death Ray by Tesla, there had been no
corroboration that such a device existed or had been designed. Puharich had handed me what looked
like a US Patent Application detailing the design of a high voltage power supply connected to an open
ended vacuum tube, out of which was to be propelled ionized tungsten particles.
As Symposium Chairs and editors of the Symposium Proceedings, Dr. Elizabeth Rauscher and I
were torn between publishing what looked like Tesla’s patent application without verification, or
leaving it out of the proceedings. As we read and re-read the application, both Dr, Rauscher and I,
who had read many of Tesla’s patents, concluded that the style and word usage was so unique to Tesla,
that it must have be the real thing.
At the time, 1984, I was working in and environmental test facility at an aerospace company that
had a solar simulator and vacuum chamber of man rated space craft tasing. I took the Death Ray papers
to the vacuum engineer who sat a couple of drafting tables away from me and said “Dick, for you think
and open ended vacuum tube as described in these papers is possible for the intended application”?
Dick cranked the numbers and came back with a “yes”.
During my employment in aerospace, ARPA, the Advanced Research Projects Agency, on a
yearly basis, would solicit ideas for development. I decided to fill out the multipage form with the
concepts outlined in the Death Ray patent application papers and attached the drawings. Our lab
submitted the form and I waited to hear back from the agency. After months with no response I got on
the phone and called up the chain of command to find out the status of my submission and if there was
any interest. The voice on the phone reported “We think it’s very interesting.” I never heard another
word.
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The origin of the Death Ray papers was in all probably Ralph Bergstressor. Ralph was an
electrical engineer who after college went to work for David Sarnoff of RCA Laboratories. When
WW II broke out, Ralph enlisted as a Captain in the Army. When Tesla offered all his inventions and
research to the War Department, Ralph was tasked with the review of Tesla’s papers. During this time
Ralph had access to all of the Tesla papers and it was then and there that he saw the Death Ray papers.
I visited Ralph at his home in Scottsdale, AZ, circa 1988. Ralph told me that he would go to Tesla’s
hotel room on Sunday afternoon and go through the papers. Later in the 1950’s Ralph worked briefly
with T. Henry Moray at an electronics company.
Ralph was very interested in the effects of what might be termed psychic energy and energy
medicine or vibrational healing. When I met him he had been making and selling anodized aluminum
purple energy plates. Because of his interest in psychic phenomenon and vibrational healing he had
met numerous researchers and practitioners in the 1950’s and 1960’s. It was probably during this time
that he met Dr. Robert “Bob” Beck. I have surmised but never had direct confirmation, that it was Bob
Beck who passed on copies of the Death Ray papers to Andrija Puharich.
Subsequent to Tesla’s death, it appears the Death Ray was built and tested. Below is the timeline
as I described it in Development Of A Particle Beam Weapon Based On Nikola Tesla's Design Of
1937, Proceedings of the 26th Intersociety Energy Conversion Engineering Conference, Boston, MA,
Vol. 4, pp 410-415. This paper published in the proceedings of an established, professional society
conference would not have been made possible without the help of Patrick Bailey who organized the
Advanced Energy section of the conference. The list of papers presented in Boston in 1991 and San
Diego 1992 at the IECEC conferences can be found here at the link above.
US Government interest in the particle beam weapon designed by Nikola Tesla is well
documented in a number of declassified documents obtained under FOIA requests. The documents
begin two days after Tesla's death in New York City on January 7th, 1943. A memorandum written by
special agent Fred B. Cornels reports that the "government was vitally interested in the effects of
TESLA, particularly those dealing with the wireless transmission of electrical energy and the "death
ray", and for agents in doing all they "could to preserve them". [1] The memo also reported that an
electrical engineer named Bloyce Fitzgerald "had become a confidant of TESLA and he knew that
TESLA had and was carrying on extensive experiments for transmitting electrical power by wireless
and with propelling electrical rays possessing sufficient power to destroy im plem ents of w ar fare
such as airplanes and submarines”. Fitzgerald also stated that the "so called death ray would be a
deadly weapon in the hands of any power". Fitzgerald at that time was a design engineer with the
Ordinance Department of the U.S. Army, both in Washington D.C. and in New York City.
Several days later, in a memo for the Director of the FBI, John Edgar Hoover, agent D.M. Ladd
suggested arresting Tesla's nephew, Sava Kosonovich, on a trumped up burglary charge in order to
obtain the papers reported to have been taken from Tesla's safe shortly after his death.[2]
Two years later, E.E. Conroy, SAC, in a letter to the Director of the FBI, reported again on the
activities of Fitzgerald, Kosonovich, and Tesla. This memo describes Fitzgerald as a director of
research at Wright Field in Dayton Ohio. It was reported that "Fitzgerald is presently working on the
perfection of. TESLA'S "death ray" which in Fitzgerald's opinion is the only possible defense against
offensive use by another nation of the Atomic Bomb. The memo also states that it had been determined
that the effects of Tesla were being stored in the Manhattan Storage Warehouse in New York City.[3]
Two days later L.C. Cragie, Brigadier General, Chief, Engineering Division, in a letter to the FBI,
requested that "in the interest of National Defense, access be given to the effects of Dr. Nicola Tesla
held in the Manhattan warehouse...It is understood that Dr. Tesla was well versed in the particular field
of investigation under study by the Army Air Forces, and it is believed that the data from his estate
may assist us further". [4]
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The last memo in this series of declassified documents, from the New York Office to the Director
of the FBI is an unsigned report dated April 17th, 1950. The memo details an interview agents of the N
ew York Office had with J.V . Potts, Vice President of the Manhattan Warehouse and Storage
company. Mr Potts revealed that on only one occasion on January 26 and 2 7,1943, representatives of
the Alien Property Custodian made a thorough review of the entire effects of the TESLA estate. Mr.
Michael King, floor supervisor during that time added that "at that time numerous photographs were
taken by the examiners. His description of the equipment used would tend to show that a microfilm
reproduction was made of some of the papers of the deceased scientist. Mr. King added that several of
the group making the examination wore U.S. Navy uniforms, and during the two days required to
complete the examination the civilian assistants in the group were identified to him only as
"FEDERAL AUTHORITIES”.[5]
Were the Death Ray Papers Real?
Subsequent to the publication of the proceedings of the 1984 Tesla Centennial Symposium, circa
1987, I received a note from Leland Anderson, one of earliest and most prolific investigators of Tesla’s
life and work. Enclosed with the note was a copy of the patent application drawings with the stamp of
the Nikola Tesla Museum on each page. Lee had received these copies which, he was told, had been
smuggled out the the Museum. For numerous reasons, including the Cold War between the United
States and Russia, the Nikola Tesla Museum, during those days, had been very tight lipped and not
cooperative with western researchers. Indeed, due to the exact match between what we had published,
and the copies sent to us by Lee Anderson, one longtime researcher of Tesla, suspects that the
drawings from the Nikola Tesla Museum originated from the Proceedings of the 1984 Tesla Centennial
Symposium [6].
My conclusion, based on the history presented above and the work of Marc Seifer, author Wizard,
the Life and Times of Nikola Tesla, Biography of a Genius, is that the papers were from the Tesla
archives and that the invention has been tested and that particle beam weapons are real and currently in
orbit.
Footnotes:
1. F.B. Cornels, declassified FBI document, January 9, 194,, 2. D.M. Ladd, declassified FBI
document, January 11, 1943. 3. E.E. Conroy, declassified FBI document, October 17, 1945. 4.
L.C. Chagie, Brigadier General, declassified FBI document, October 19, 1945.
2. D.M. Ladd, declassified FBI document, January 11, 1943. 3. E.E. Conroy, declassified
FBI document, October 17, 1945. 4. L.C. Chagie, Brigadier General, declssified FBI
document, October 19, 1945.
3. E.E. Conroy- declassified FBI document, October 17, 1945.
4. L.C. Chagie, Brigadier General, declassified FBI document, October 19, 1945.
5. Unsigned document, FBI declassified, April 17, 1950.
6. "System of Particle Acceleration For Use In National Defense", Proceedings of the
Tesla Centennial Symposium, E.A Rauscher & T. Grotz, Editors, International Tesla
Society, 330-A West Uintah, Suite 115, Colorado Springs, CO 80905, 1984.
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The Radionic Association in England is offering an Online Course: Introduction to Radionics
Click the following link for information and registration: A PRACTICAL FIVE WEEK ZOOM
COURSE Mondays 19 & 26 September And 3, 10, & 17 October 2022 7 – 8.30 Pm
Extra Dowsing Session on 12 Sept 2022
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The five week course will be led by tutors of the School of Radionics and is equally important for
those who would like to be able to help their family and friends and therapists from other modalities
who wish to have a better understanding of their clients.
Each session will consist of a practical tutorial of about one hour followed by 30 minutes of
Q&A. On completion of the six weeks you will have sufficient information to carry out a basic
analysis and to give simple treatments to support health and wellbeing. It is necessary to be proficient
at dowsing before commencing the course as this is the basis of radionic work. If you have any doubts
about your ability please attend the dowsing session on Monday 12 September. All are recorded.
After confirmation of your booking on the course you will be emailed a detailed pdf manual to
guide you through the sessions. You will receive a small DT10 instrument on which to broadcast your
treatments and a pack of colour gels. You will need to buy a pendulum and to have a timer.

Seeking Millionaire Sponsor
USPA is beginning a search for a lifetime patron of the organization, one who will help establish a
small permanent library site. USPA has thousands of books in storage, currently under the care of John
Reed.
He has scanned many of them to PDF to guard against the loss of their information, but in the
interest of guarding the digital information against loss, a permanent safe place is needed for the
physical books and materials.
This would require the gift of a small building, and the funding of a stipend for a part time
secretary as well as utilities and upkeep of the building. It is a big dream, but somewhere there must be
someone who can help! Contact Scott at uspsychotronics@yahoo.com
Masterclass Sponsor Drive
To sponsor a Masterclass, please contact Scott Beutlich, secretary/treasurer HERE
Sponsorship Tiers:
Benefits:
 Sponsorship Leader: 1 minute advertisement when master class starts
 Mentioned in the Chat column (visible during the Zoom) with
“Wild Pendulum” Donation of company PR if this is a company. Or – "with thanks to..." if it is an
Patron
$100
individual or family.
 Mentioned in one email sent out prior to the sponsored Masterclass
 Ongoing listing on the Donor Page of the Monthly Newsletter
 Sponsorship Leader: 2 minute advertisement when master class starts
“9-49 Vitalizer”
 Mentioned in the Chat column (visible during the Zoom) with
Patron
Donation of company PR if this is a company. Or – “with thanks to...” Mention
[9-49 is the radionic
in two emails sent out prior to the sponsored Masterclass
$200
rate for General
 Ongoing listing on the Donor Page of the Monthly Newsletter
Vitality!]



“Free Energy”
Patron

Sponsorship Leader: 3 minute advertisement when master class starts
Mentioned in the Chat column (visible during the Zoom) with
company PR if this is a company. Or – "with thanks to..." if it is an
Donation of
individual or family.
$300
 Mention in two emails sent out prior to the sponsored Masterclass
 Ongoing listing on the Donor Page of the Monthly Newsletter
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Section VII A Guest Submission
Six Ways Yoga and Meditation Benefits Businesses by Roger V. Schmitt
The traditional business office is somewhat a dying way of work. Business owners and managers
are turning to a more progressive way of approaching productivity, and yoga and meditation have
proven to be excellent resources for employers and employees.
1. You Can Focus Better
Yoga and meditation can boost your focus and concentration abilities. For example, yoga poses
get the blood flowing to your brain and increase your cognitive ability. When you reach the level
where you can do a handstand, you'll find that you can focus better afterward. Meditation helps you
practice mindfulness so that your mind wanders less. It teaches you to discipline your brain to let go of
thoughts that slow you down rather than allowing them to control you throughout the day.
2. Improves Mood and Mental Clarity
The postures you use in yoga are actual forms of meditation. Many promote the release of tension
and emotional stress building up in the body, much like a massage during a spa treatment. Tension
tends to settle in the muscles and create pain and aches. Pain negatively affects your mood and
distracts you from positive thoughts. Meditating through yoga will also teach you breathing exercises
that promote mental clarity and relax the mind.
3. Teaches You Discipline
Meditation requires discipline, especially for those that struggle to focus. It can take time to train
your mind to clear and your body to relax, especially, when you are accustomed to going 100 miles per
hour on a daily basis. The ability to slow your mind down will develop over time. The greatest benefit
of learning self-discipline is the confidence you accrue along with it. The more you are able to control
your emotions and feel in tune with your body and its needs, the better your overall well-being
becomes.
Of course, what you do with this newfound discipline is up to you! This could be the perfect time
to learn a new skill or go back to school. Otherwise, you could start your own business!
4. Helps You Manage Stress
Even the simplest of yoga poses encourage mental and physical relaxation. Relaxing decreases
cortisol production, which then reduces stress and anxiety. Research shows that the best way to take
advantage of the stress-reducing benefits of yoga and meditation is to listen to your body, forget about
trying to get it right, and concentrate on your breathing technique. Yoga is less about perfect form and
more about how you feel doing it.
5. Boosts Creativity
The core of creativity is trusting yourself. The meditation you can experience during yoga allows
you to get past your fear of expressing yourself physically and learn to trust yourself. Nothing hinders
creativity as well as fear. When you can train your mind to ignore your inner critic, you open yourself
to a world of creative thoughts. If you can create a team of workers with the confidence to express
themselves, you'll be an unstoppable innovative machine.
6. Can Help With Physical Ailments
Yoga can help reduce physical pain and create an overall stronger body. For example, the
stretching component of yoga is great for easing back pain. It can increase mobility and ease arthritis
symptoms. Additionally, the decrease in inflammation all over the body promotes a healthier heart.
Learning to be more mindful of your mental state is a powerful resource for you and your
employees. The benefits of yoga and meditation are vast. However, it may not be for everyone. Talk to
your employees about their experiences and if there are any other health-conscious components you
could implement into office culture.
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Section VIII – Come to the Website – Visit the Ever-changing USPA Library
The new USPA Library tab is the place to go
for Newsletters, (new and old), donations of
articles, PowerPoint presentations by our
Masterclass Speakers, The Toby Grots
Collection, pdf lists of audio and videos available
in the store, and much more.
The Library Lion: John Reed
The backbone of this work is John Reed,
USPA’s Master Librarian, (former Newsletter
Editor and Current Board Member.) John is
adding out of print, open copyright books to the
library for anyone to download.

From John Reed: About the Journal PSI Research
I want to let everyone know, that I have digitized
and donated to the USPA library, a complete set of
physical copies of the journal, PSI Research, the
journal in which Russell Targ's report was published.
PSI Research was edited by my friend Larissa
Vilenskaya, a Russian researcher, who was
translating and publishing large amounts of research
on psychotronics conducted by Russian and Eastern
European researchers.
That is why the CIA, DIA, and others were so
interested in PSI Research, and why they had the
article that Daniel sent in its files.
Unfortunately, some people did not like what
Larissa was doing, and she was killed in 2001 by
"accidentally" falling in front of an oncoming train.
However, many people believe that the fall was
assisted by a push, just as the train was arriving.
By the way, Larissa attended the USPA-IAPR
joint meeting in Milwaukee in 1993.
Best wishes to all.
John

“Our Library is Your library!”
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Section IX - USPA Publications: Proceedings and Journals are Digitized and in the Shop!!
.
Quick Background of our Proceedings
Evolution
Since its first meeting in 1975, hundreds of
top scientists, educators and researchers have
made presentations at USPAs annual
conferences. They are from the leading edges of
their fields, especially regarding the phenomena
of Mind-Body connection, energy and emerging
technologies. The first audio recordings were
made in 1978.
Then, in 1985, USPA produced a perfectbound Proceedings book for its tenth
conference. The proceedings went through quite
an evolution, much like our audio and video
presentations. In 2010 they went through a
“final” stage and the proceedings are now
produced as pdf documents.
6 USPA Journals and 18 out of 19
Proceedings are now available for purchase.
The 6 USPA Journals and 18 of our 19 Annual Proceedings can be purchased in pdf format from
our webstore at: https://www.psychotronics.org/product-category/uspa-publications-journalsproceedings/
All USPA publications are copyright protected and are property of the
USPA. They may not be reprinted without permission of the Board of USPA.
You can download the Tables of contents for the Proceedings here:
https://www.psychotronics.org/pub/pro/all-uspa-conference-proceedings-toc.pdf
and the table of contents for the Journals here
https://www.psychotronics.org/pub/j/six-journals-tables-of-contents.pdf Shop
Here!
Each month, the Newsletter will feature the table of contents of one of the USPA Conference
proceedings.
This month: Featuring 1997 USPA Proceedings

1997 Table of Contents
1997 USPA Proceedings Table of Contents
A Gift from Daniel
by Karen Alexander ………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Subtle Energy and the Multidimensional Universe
by Sandor Balogh …………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…
The Philadelphia Experiment, The Nightmare of the 1940's
by Alfred Bielek …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Theory and Operation of the Next Generation of Psychotronic Devices
by Eldon Byrd ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Subtle Radiations: Healing Energies of Homeopathic and Flower Remedies

vi

1
13
16
18

1997 Proceedings Table of Contents
by Beverly Coleman ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Healing the Earth and Balancing with the Violet Ray Crystal Resonator
by Jack Derby ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Healing the Earth and Ourselves with Subtle Energy
by Sue Gurnee ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Essential Oils, Transformation & Healing
by Mary Hardy ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Audio Holography: and it’s Relation to the Great Pyramid in Egypt
by Barbara Hero ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Using the Darkfield Microscope as a Tool for Monitoring the Effects of Subtle Energy on
Biological Systems
by Ellen Kamhi ………………….......................................……………………………………………………………
Methods of Enhanced Growing with Radionics
by Luttie Larsen …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Is the Physics Community Catching up with Scalars?
by Andrew Michrowski …………………………………………………………………………………………………….
A Scientific Mythology for a New Era
by Henry Monteith ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Combining Radionics and Other Holistic Therapies in the Treatment of a Chronic
Case of Gulf War Syndrome
by Peter Moscow ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Qigong and Fengshui Dynamics for Environmental Balance and Internal
Wellness
by James Odell ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Toroidal Topology as a Bridge Between Human Consciousness and Planetary
Geomagnetic Fields
by Glen Rein ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Earthtones and Energy
by Edward Rosenbluh ………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Mental Energisms and Global Impact
by Cecile Ruchin …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Soil and Consciousness
by Gordon Smith …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Health Effects of Ions and Ozone
by Thomas Valone ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

24
35
52
56
64

78
93
97
110

130

143

145
155
174
176
182

(Yeah, you get all that in one Publication! Order 1994 Proceedings HERE )
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Section X “Members Only” Perk: over 130 presentations for free online viewing.
One big advantage to being a member of USPA is the Members Only page of our website.
We have over 90 presentations FREE for viewing by USPA members. If you are not a member
yet, you can ‘fix’ that in just a few minutes at https://www.psychotronics.org/join/
The full list is getting unwieldy, so from now on there will be an update list of total offerings and the
latest additions. Once a month the full list will be posted in the website Library, as a PDF link
THE USPA STORE
UPDATE
Conference Videos

MEMBERS’ ONLY AREA

Masterclass Videos; Yes, We’re on # 29, but
36
we’ve had four ‘double headers’
Conference Audios
153
Classic USPA Videos 1980s
25
Masterclass Videos
34
USPA Conference Videos 1990s
22
Conference Proceedings
18
USPA Conference Videos 2000s
15
Conference Journals
6
Bonus Videos
10
USPA Conference Audio Recordings
27
Total Items in the store
643
PowerPoints
4
Monarch Butterfly Dowsing Kit
1
Marina Kostina’s Interview of Ed Kelly
1
USPA Subtle Energy Workshop pdf
1
Link to the Toby Grotz Collection
1
PDF of Ellen Kamhi Masterclass
1
Total Items in Member’s Only
144
NOTE: If you are a member: Take a peek at the New Members Tab – So Easy to navigate now. 
MEMBERS ONLY (OR...Join now HERE JOINING USPA IS NOW EASIER TOO: All the
Categories are now click through – Join online! Nothing to download, fill in or mail!)
431

Section XI - What Are Others Up To? They are wondering What YOU want to do!
USPA sent out a survey July 24th asking about everyone’s preferences regarding an in-person
conference. We can’t publish the results of the survey just yet. As of this newsletter printing, out of
2,458 that we sent the survey to, only 57 people actually answered it!
Please, check your inbox, trash or spambox for the USPA July 24th email with subject line “We’d
Love Your Feedback.” It is only 15 multiple choice questions. It would take you less than five
minutes to respond.
We really need to know if people are interested in coming to an in-person conference. It takes
massive amounts of time and LOTS of money to present a conference. We can’t even think of doing it
if we won’t have enough people who want to come.
Meantime, thanks and double thanks to those who have already responded!
Section XII - Editor’s Feedback Nook:
Good News. That's what I want to Publish
PLEASE, tell me if you - or any other scientist, inventor, creator, theorist or windmill chaser you
know - have had any great breakthroughs, even little breakthroughs.
Share lectures, honors, prizes, contest wins, trips taken or in the works. Let me know of recent
collaborations, new laboratories, restored laboratories, books or articles published. Write a few
sentences about a great conference you attended. Here’s the place where you can crow about your
accomplishments or give praise for someone you think deserves the limelight. Email
gailinvermont@outlook.com. Title your email “Good News.”
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Thanks to our Growing list of Masterclass Sponsors!
Masterclass Sponsored:

Our Sponsor:

Tier

Glen Rein - "The Role of Longitudinal Scalar Essentia, at
Energy; Bio-Energy in the Healing Process." https://www.essentia.ca/

Free Energy
Patron

Dan Davidson – “Shape Power, Second
Edition”

Don Paris and Ione Selke
https://livingfromvision.com/

Free Energy
Patron

John Allocca- “BrainicityTM Brain Biofield
Enhancement”

Anonymous member of USPA and
Darren Starwynn
https://lightworkerministry.com/2022-2/

9-49 Patron **
9-49 Patron

Dan Winter- “Plasma Vortex Physics of
Consciousness and Negentropy”

Darren Starwynn
https://lightworkerministry.com/2022-2/

9-49 Patron

Duncan Laurie- “ Exploring The Potential of
Radionics in Art & Music—Quantec’s
Discoveries in Germany and the Experiments
at Dragonline Studios”

Brent of
https://www.museumoftarot.com/
Ellen Kamhi – The Natural Nurse
https://www.naturalnurse.com/

Free Energy
Patron
Pendulum
Power Patron

E. Kelly, G. Kuepper, M. Lucas and D.
Taylor- “A Radionic Round Table and Q &
A”

Marty Lucas of https://radionics.us/
Ed Kelly of
http://www.kellyresearchtech.com/

9-49 Patrons

Al Rohde and Al Kacperski: Personal
Experiences with Preston Nichols and Guy
Obolelnsky

Samm Simpson, Author of Honoring
My Father and Mother
http://thebp.site/222814

Wild Pendulum
Patron

Ellen Kamhi: Pineal Stimulation for Higher
Health and Consciousness

Richard Cerone, generous member of
USPA

Wild Pendulum
Patron

Jerry Gin Science, Subtle Energies and
Spirituality: A Path to I AM

Linda Easthouse
https://lindaeasthouse.com/

9-49 Patron

PMH Atwater: The Near Death Experience

Celia Coates
https://winnpost.org/
Janet Amare
https://www.janetamare.com/

Free Energy
Patron
9-49 Patron

The Newsletter Editor
Always Welcomes
Your Comments:
Click Gail
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Section XIII – Had You Heard?
Giant Sinkhole in China Reveals Massive Ancient Forest
Chinese cave explorers have found a primeval forest filled with 130-foot tall ancient trees in
China's Guangxi region. by Dan HechingMay 20, 2022 12:54 AM

CREDIT: SONG WEN/XINHUA/GETTY
Cave explorers in the Guangxi region of China have found a secret ancient forest hidden inside a
630-foot-deep sinkhole.
As seen in a Twitter video posted by the China state-affiliated media organization CGTN earlier
this month, the karst sinkhole — formed by rainwater that dissolves bedrock — exceeds 5 million
cubic meters in area.
Inside, explorers found a primeval forest with ancient trees measuring 130 feet in height, Chinese
outlet Xinhua News reported.
The outlet added that it took the expedition team several hours to reach the bottom of the sinkhole,
after they rappelled down almost 330 feet. Team leader Chen Lixin told Xinhua that the plants they
found at the bottom grew densely together, coming up to his shoulders.
The explorers referred to the sinkhole as "tiankeng" in Mandarin, or "heavenly
pit," AccuWeather reported.
"I wouldn't be surprised to know that there are species found in these caves that have never been
reported or described by science until now," George Veni, executive director of the National Cave and
Karst Research Institute in New Mexico, told AccuWeather Wednesday.
"Because of local differences in geology, climate, and other factors, the way karst appears at the
surface can be dramatically different," he added. "So in China, you have this incredibly visually
spectacular karst with enormous sinkholes and giant cave entrances and so forth. In other parts of the
world, you walk out on the karst, and you really don't notice anything. Sinkholes might be quite
subdued, only a meter or two in diameter. Cave entrances might be very small, so you have to squeeze
your way into them."
The Twitter video specified that the recent find brings China's number of this type of sinkholes to
30. It also mentioned that the newest sinkhole originated from an underground river system called
Fugui, while the previous 29 came about from the Bailang underground river.
The country is also home to the world's largest sinkhole, known as the Xiaozhai Tiankeng in
Chongqing's Tiankeng Difeng National Park.
https://people.com/human-interest/giant-sinkhole-in-china-reveals-massive-ancient-forest/
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Section XIV - The Basics
Editorial Office: USPA Newsletter, Gail E. Wind, 2088 Maple Ridge Road, Newark, VT 05871.
Email gailinvermont@outlook.com Phone: 802-535-5173. After August 1, 2020, please address all
newsletter inquiries to Gail.
For immediate assistance regarding other USPA issues, contact Scott Beutlich, the secretary /
treasurer of USPA at uspsychotronics@gmail.com
Manuscript Submission: Submit all manuscripts as word documents by the 12th of each month to
gailinvermont@outlook.com for review for possible publication in the next month’s newsletter. The
Board of Directors reviews all editorial decisions.
Enjoy unique information about radionics, psychotronics and other related topics at USPA’s website
at http://psychotronics.org . Find us on Facebook at: https://www.facebook.com/uspsychotronics/
Back Issues of our Newsletters are available in the USPA website library. Or Click Here
Copyright: While authors retain the copyright to their writings, USPA reserves the right to post copies
of the USPA Newsletter on its website.

Let Them EXPLORE!

President
VP - Scientific Outreach
Secretary / Treasurer
Executive Secretary
Speaker Coordinator

Our Officers and Board Members:
Jon Klimo Ph.D.
Board Member
Beverly Rubik Ph.D.
Board Member
Scott Beutlich
Board Member
Daniel Taylor
Board Member
Glen Rein Ph.D.
Board Member
Board Member

Alan Kacperski
Glen Rein Ph.D.
John Reed M.D.
Daniel Taylor
Ann Michels
Beverly Rubik Ph.D.

What is USPA?
The United States Psychotronics Association (USPA) is a federally recognized, nonprofit 501(c)(3)
organization founded in 1975 to serve as a focal point for scientific and technical exploration of the universe of
esoteric, spiritual, and psychic arts in the United States of America.
The USPA has been hosting annual conferences for its membership since its formation and has featured
countless individuals with cutting-edge viewpoints, research, or theories to share, allowing any interested
persons to openly discuss their work.
What is Psychotronics?
USPA defines psychotronics as the science of mind-body-environment relationships, an interdisciplinary
science concerned with the interactions of matter, energy, and consciousness.
Psychotronics involves the study, research, and applications of the physics and technology of the mind,
brain, spirit, consciousness, and the underlying forces of life and nature – hence the term “psychotronics.” A
true understanding of the universe must include the spiritual as well as the technical. USPA provides an
opportunity for amateur researchers to present their findings along with the professionals. USPA stresses
research, with documentation of results, and practical applications, rather than personal experience and
unsupported hypotheses.
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Section XV - Our Donors
USPA Generous Donors Recognition Page
The USPA would like to give special recognition on a continuing basis to people who have made
generous donations to the United States Psychotronics Association in past years.
This special “USPA Generous Donors Recognition Page” will be carried in each issue of the
USPA Journal & Newsletter, and new names will be added as donations are received.

Donors 2022
Anne Halliwell
Every Advantage Ag
Kevin Kossi
Kizito Muliro
Richard Cerrone
Duncan Laurie

Donors 2021
Alexander S. C. Rower
Anais Star
Clyde List
Daniel Taylor
Elizabeth Porter
George Alder II
John Reed
John Rhee
Marty Lucas (Every Advantage Ag)
Mathijs Boogard (Netherlands)
Michael Leger (aetherea LLC)
Michael Vincent
Nuzhat Haneef
PMH Atwater
Toby Grotz (RGS, LLC)

To make a tax deductible donation to the United States Psychotronics Association
(USPA) online: Please go to the USPA Donations Page
and use your credit card, debit card, or PayPal.
If you wish to make a donation by check, please make your check payable to USPA
USPA Treasurer, Scott Beutlich,
525 Juanita Vista, Crystal Lake, IL 60014

~ With Our Continued Thanks! ~
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Section XVI Classified Ad Section –
HONORING MY FATHER & MOTHER by Samm Simpson

HONORING MY FATHER & MOTHER
by Samm Simpson
ISBN 9781645508120
Sam began as a radio broadcaster in the 1970s.
Television followed, along with seasons of political
and social activism. She’s written thousands of TV
and radio scripts, produced and directed hundreds of
TV and radio broadcasts and penned a bevy of
unpublished short stories and poems. This is her first
book. As a child, she was acquainted with a love for
truth. She was acquainted with grief. Both polarities
endured. Sam remains a child, working out her own
salvation with fear and trembling
Samm Simpson says,
“On the thirty first day of the first pagan month
in the year numbered 2019, my mother, Lila Lee
Simpson, said goodbye to this bountiful Earth, a
destiny awaiting all living beings. Her body shone
luminous and the day was miraculous. I had the honor
and privilege of being with her and laying her body to
rest as it should be – intact, whole, no embalming, no
cremation, no funeral industry chemicals, body plugs,
wires, glues or make up. The story grew much larger
than a simple descriptive narrative. It morphed into a
tale of my idyllic childhood, seen through the lens of
America’s self-destruction and fall from grace.
You will read of miracles as well as be exposed to difficult or uncomfortable topics. At the time of
this writing, they were not yet banned. You are under no obligation to believe what I've written. But,
while a semblance of freedom to think independently still exists, I urge you to do your own research
until books are burned and Big Tech fully sanitizes the internet.”
One reader commented: "I loved how it weaved an America that used to be, with miracles of an
amazing death and burial, along with hard core truths that help explain the madness of today's culture.”
Another wrote: I would make this required reading for students. This book is about a different
time, not so long ago in our society where we lived and played as family and neighbors. The title alone
tells you what has long been forgotten, as so many don't even know who their parents are in this life.
Those who do their parents are sons and daughters of the greatest generation. This is what broke our
society. This is a book that demonstrates those who understand what has been lost, and how they chose
to honor their parents in life as well as when they left our world.
This book will be cherished by all who read it, those who also honor their mother and father.
Hopefully broken families will understand what it takes to break this cycle and will want to, after
reading this book.
Go the the book patch to order Samm’s book: CLICK HERE (This is paid advertising)
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Section XVI Classified Ad Section – continued
Personal Ads: If you have any “psychotronic related items” to sell, (books, radionic machines,
etc.) we charge 20 cents per word, 20.00 per half page with supplied artwork or photos or 35.00 per
whole page. Your paid ad will run in the next three issues of the newsletter.
If you would like to publicize an event for a non-profit organization, USPA will advertise for
you up to 750 words free. We ask for mutual links to our website from yours.
If you would like to publicize a for-profit event, or a business USPA charges reasonable ad
rates. Link to the ad rates is posted on our Donate page of the website, or CLICK HERE
Please Note: USPA is not responsible for the content or condition of items sold from this
newsletter by any private person or company, nor does it back any treatment, modality or veracity of
presentation. It does not back any claim of medical efficacy of machines or treatments. USPA cannot
recommend specific radionic practitioners, or offer radionic treatments from its board of directors or
officers.
Section XV – J.G. Gallimore’s Five Rare Books Are Now Available!
Jerry G. Gallimore was one of the founders of the USPA in 1975, and was a leading researcher in
psychotronics and unusual energies until his untimely death in 1989.
All five of J.G. Gallimore’s rare books on psychotronics subjects and unusual energies have been
reprinted by the United States Psychotronics Association (USPA) and are being made available at a fraction
of the cost that used copies were being sold at online.
So rare have these books been, that only a few libraries in the entire world had them in their
collections, and some original Gallimore’s books were being sold for several hundred dollars each online.
However, with these newly reprinted volumes, each will be available for less than $30.00. All are:
Available at Amazon.com
ISBN-10:
The first book of
468
1543024998
three volumes on
Pages
ISBN-13:
unusual energies
978-1543024999
Gallimore discusses in depth the research, discoveries, and inventions of all the major researchers
in subtle energies, the aether, biological 62 fields, pyramid energy, radiesthesia, radionics, crystal
transduction, and related subjects.
These include the works of Baron Von Reichenbach's and his odic energy, Dr. Wilhelm Reich's orgone
energy, Dr. Harold Burr's biological life fields, Kozyrev's time mirror, Edgar Cayce's transmission of
energy, and related research done by many others.
Of particular importance is Gallimore's 127 page chapter on radionics. In this chapter he discusses
in depth the research and devices of Ruth Drown, T. Galen Hieronymus, Rho Sigma, Dr. L. P. Corte
and other prominent people in the radionics field.
ISBN-10:
The second book
258
Collected Properties &
1543025048
of
three
volumes
on
Pages
Writings of J. G.
ISBN-13:
unusual energies
Gallimore: Volume 2
978-1543025040
This is the second book in the “Unusual Energies” series that J.G. Gallimore published. It covers
Gallimore’s research on Albert Abrams, the founder of modern radionics, psychological physics,
psychic energy, thought resonance, subtle energies, crystals, and related subjects.
In addition, a number of radionics devices are discussed, such as the De La Warr Diagnostic
Instrument. And very helpfully, the rates are provided for substances, body organs, and medical
diseases and disorders. I very interesting interview of Christopher Bird, conducted by J.G. Gallimore is
provided, as well as a discussion of Walter Russell and his research
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The Handbook of Unusual Energies:
Volume 1 of Handbook of Unusual
Energies

ISBN-10:
The third book of 228
1543024947
three volumes on
Pages
ISBN-13:
unusual energies
978-1543024944
This book describes in depth the research and theories of J.G. Gallimore into the question of
parapsychology transmission" -the question of how such things as telepathy, remote viewing, ESP, and
similar phenomena can physically occur.
He discusses the various emanations, radiations, and energy fields of all matter and life including the
ancient Chinese energy called "chi" (qi), the ancient Indian's prana energy, Reichenback's "odic force,"
Gurwitsch's "mitogenic radiation," Wilhelm Reich's orgone energy, and other subtle energies. He
shows how all of these energies are similar, how they interact, and how they are related to gravity.
He also discusses crystals as transducers of these energies, and provides diagrams of devices that
could potentially be used to harness or control these energies.
ISBN-10:
374
Transverse Paraphysics: The New
1543024920
Pages
Science of Space, Time, and Gravity
ISBN-13:
Control
978-1543024920
This book covers the visionary research and theories developed by J.G. Gallimore about antigravity, space, time, and biophysics. He discusses in depth the dimensions of space, time, and gravity,
and new discoveries in each of these areas. In addition, he covers research being done on anti-gravity
and then discusses anti-gravity patents that have been obtained.
He also discusses the intriguing concept of aura energy fields surrounding humans and other living
things, and how extra-sensory perception (ESP) might be explained through biophysical principles.
ISBN-10:
134
Unified Field Theory Research Book:
1543024831
Pages
Using Subjective Response to PsiISBN-13:
Plasma for Analysis of Properties
978-1543024838
Neutral Charge Plasma Fields
This book is about psychotronics, radionics, electromagnetic fields and waves, psi-plasma, plasma
fields, subtle energies, bio-electromagnetic energy, and other unusual energies emitted by living and
non-living things. It also is about how living things interact with and are affected by these energies,
which may enhance health or harm health.
The book covers the research of Wilhelm Reich on Orgone energy, of Baron Reichenback on the
odic forces, as well as research done by Cazzamalli on brain radiations and Lakhovsky on using high
frequency radiations to successfully treat cancer in humans. In addition, Lakhovsky used similar
methods to enhance the growth of plants. Gallimore shows how these energies, forces, and fields are all
inter-related and provides hypotheses and ideas on their possible unification.
Relationship Between
Parapsychology and
Gravity: Volume 3
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